
THE POWER OF A MASTER TEACHER PROFILE
“A disciple is not above his teacher, but everyone when he is fully trained will be like his teacher.”

 Luke 6:40 

A Master Teacher Profile (MTP) is transformative for faculty reviews and for your school. A MTP outlines 
your ideal teacher, stating both the character of teacher and the essential characteristics of their teaching, 
relationships, attitudes and practices. 

WHY THE MTP IS IMPORTANT:
 » Recruiting/Hiring: A well stated MTP identifies the kind of teacher you want to hire and tells applicants 
that you understand and appreciate great teaching. 

 » Faculty development: An effective MTP is a clear target for teacher growth. Teachers can be charged with 
evaluating themselves against it. You can more efficiently target development to the areas where they need 
support. 

 » Evaluations: A clearly stated ideal allows for an unambiguous set of expectations against which to evaluate 
teacher performance.

 » Faculty morale: Uncertainty, ambiguity and perceived inconsistency destroy morale. Clarity and 
consistency allow teachers to pursue a common vision.

 » Messaging: Your MTP will be a powerful and distinctive marketing tool for communicating with your 
families and your community. Every school says it prioritizes excellent teaching but few define it.

CREATING A MASTER TEACHER PROFILE:
HERE ARE A FEW SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATING YOUR MTP:

 »  Start with fundamental questions: Image your school’s mission in action in the classroom. What does the 
ideal teacher look like? What are the most important character and instructional traits? Describe concrete 
and observable behaviors such as teaching practices, behaviors, attitudes, relationships.

 » Include your faculty: Ask open ended questions and allow the teachers to participate in the process of 
constructing the final document. This may require choosing a few to lead the process and facilitate the 
discussions.

 » Celebrate when your teachers live out the MTP: We do a monthly award that allows one teacher to 
highlight characteristics from the MTP they see in another teacher. It encourages the faculty and keeps 
attention on the characteristics.

 » Do not simply borrow one: Taking another school’s MTP will generate skepticism. Teachers need to be 
involved in shaping the standards of excellence.

Teachers are the most valuable resource in our schools. To articulate a clear and compelling vision for what 
great teachers do and how their performance should be evaluated, you must begin with the end in mind. If 
you do not have a MTP, get started today.

RESOURCES:
 » Sample Master Teacher Profile

 » ISM Purpose and Outcome Statements
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